Art Palette – 13 January 2022
Book now for the first Art Lecture of 2022
LIVE ON ZOOM ONLY – Tuesday 18th January at
7pm
The Creation and Early Years of the Newlyn
School – lecture by Alan Read
In the final decades of the nineteenth century a
colony of artists formed in the Cornish fishing
port of Newlyn. This lecture looks at some of
the early pioneers of the ‘school’, in particular
Walter Langley, who was one of the first to
settle there and Stanhope Forbes, who is often
described as the ‘father’ of Newlyn.
Book your place, so we can email you the zoom link, by calling the Reception Team on 020 8480 4200. For
any queries contact, Sue Jell (Lectures Organiser) suejell@hotmail.co.uk
Spring Term Art Classes

Spring term started this week with 90 students taking eight classes, including the new pastels class.
I hope everyone enjoys their classes and we are all looking forward to seeing the artwork.
Those of you who use easels in the classes will discover we have bought many new ones and repaired
several of the existing ones. You should be able to enjoy sliding your easels painlessly in all directions!
Kathy Barker, one of our professional tutors, was away before Christmas in the Caribbean painting Roman
murals at a new villa. The murals are taking longer than the team anticipated and Kathy has been asked to

stay on for a few weeks. I am delighted that Daisy Drummond has agreed to continue to take Kathy’s
classes for the first half of term.
We have a new team of volunteers organising the spring art class exhibition this year. This will take place in
the Reading Room in April.
All students who took an art class in the preceding twelve months will be invited to enter one of their art
works; these do not need to be framed and none are for sale.
The team will provide each class with more details as
the term progresses and the tutors will help students
chose an artwork to exhibit. In the meantime start
thinking about your favourite.
Reading Room Exhibition
You may like to take a look at the current exhibition in
the Reading Room which is paintings by John Sawyer
who sells regularly at the annual exhibition
Richard Ramsey, Art Group Chairman

